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Abstract

Accounting for observed fluctuations in aggregate employment, consumption, and real wage
using optimality conditions of a representative household often requires preferences that are
incompatible with economic priors (e.g., Mankiw, Rotemberg, and Summers, 1985). This
discrepancy between the equilibrium model and the aggregate data is often viewed as evi-
dence of the failure of labor-market clearing. We argue that such a conclusion is premature.
We construct a model economy where all prices are flexible and all markets clear at all times
but household decisions are not readily aggregated because of incomplete capital markets
and the indivisible nature of labor supply. We demonstrate that if we were to explain the
model-generated aggregate time series using decisions of a “fictitious” stand-in household,
such a household is likely to have a non-concave or unstable utility. Our analysis suggests
that the representative agent model often fails to represent an equilibrium outcome of a
heterogeneous agent economy.
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1. Introduction

Modern business cycle theories posit that observed aggregate fluctuations correspond to op-

timal decisions of a stand-in household (e.g., Kydland and Prescott, 1982; King, Plosser,

and Rebelo, 1988). In these models, the cyclical variation of aggregate consumption and

employment is a result of the continuous optimum of a household that trades current and

future goods and leisure in response to stochastic changes in prices. However, studies that

use aggregate data to test the hypothesis of intertemporal substitution often reach negative

conclusions. For example, Mankiw, Rotemberg, and Summers (1985) (denoted MRS here-

after) found that the over-identifying restrictions implied by the theory are almost always

rejected, the estimated parameters of preferences are highly unstable, and the utility function

is often non-concave, leading to elasticities of wrong signs. This incompatibility between the

representative agent model and aggregate data is often viewed as a failure of labor-market

clearing, say, due to sticky wages.1

In this paper we argue that MRS’s conclusion is premature. We demonstrate that an at-

tempt to account for the aggregate behavior of the heterogeneous agent economy by a “ficti-

tious” representative household often fails. We construct a model economy where all prices

are flexible and all markets clear at all times. In our model, individual households possess

identical preferences and face idiosyncratic productivity shocks. Households face a limit on

the amount they can borrow and cannot perfectly insure against idiosyncratic productivity

shocks (Aiyagari, 1994). Moreover, households supply their labor in an indivisible manner

(Rogerson, 1988). Under this environment, the optimality condition for the choice of hours

worked holds as inequality at the individual level. Because of incomplete capital markets,

1. Alternatively, time-varying factors in the marginal rate of substitution between commodity
consumption and leisure (e.g., stochastic shifts in home production technology or changes in labor-
income tax rates) are suggested to fill the gap between the optimality condition and the aggregate
data (e.g., Hall, 1997; Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan, 2004).
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individual optimality conditions cannot be easily aggregated.

The equilibrium path of our model economy under the exogenous aggregate productivity

shocks simulates the volatility and correlation structure of aggregate variables from the U.S.

economy. We then ask whether outcomes of our model economy are readily characterized

as realizations from a representative agent. In order to see this, we estimate three opti-

mality conditions that a representative agent would face when choosing hours worked and

commodity consumption, as in MRS. If we were to explain the model-generated aggregate

time series using decisions of a “fictitious” stand-in household, such a household must have

a non-concave utility. The generalized method of moments (GMM) estimates of preference

parameters of a representative household exhibit patterns similar to those we found in the

actual U.S. aggregate data. The utility function is either non-concave or highly unstable: the

estimated representative household often works longer hours and consumes more commodi-

ties when the real wage is low.

MRS interpreted the non-sensible preference parameters estimated from the aggregate time

series as evidence of the failure of labor-market clearing—the economy operates outside

the labor-supply schedule. Our analysis suggests that the incompatibility between the rep-

resentative household’s optimization and the aggregate data may reflect poor aggregation

rather than a failure of the market. Nevertheless, our analysis clearly shows that outcomes

of heterogeneous agents cannot be easily represented by a continuous optimum of a stand-in

household.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the GMM estimate of three

optimality conditions based on the aggregate U.S. time series. In Section 3 we compute the

equilibrium fluctuations of the heterogeneous agent economy with incomplete capital markets

and indivisible labor using the method developed by Krusell and Smith (1998). In Section 4,

based on the aggregate time series generated from the heterogeneous agent model economy,
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we estimate three optimality conditions that a “fictitious” representative agent would satisfy.

Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. GMM Estimates Based on Aggregate Data from the U.S.
Economy

Consider a representative household whose preferences are given by:

max Et

∞∑
s=0

βs

{
C1−σ
t+s − 1

1− σ
− ψ

H1+γ
t+s

1 + γ

}

where β is the discount factor, Ct is consumption, and Ht is hours worked in period t.2 σ is

the inverse of the intertemporal substitution elasticity of consumption, γ is the inverse of the

intertemporal substitution elasticity of leisure, and ψ is a constant. When the representative

household follows the optimal path, three first-order conditions must hold:

ψ
Hγ
t

C−σt

Pt
Wt

− 1 = 0. (S)

Et

[
β
C−σt+1

C−σt

Pt(1 +Rt)

Pt+1

− 1

]
= 0. (EC)

Et

[
β
Hγ
t+1

Hγ
t

Wt(1 +Rt)

Wt+1

− 1

]
= 0. (EL)

Here Pt is the nominal price of a unit of Ct, Wt is the wage rate, and Rt is the nominal

return from holding a security between t and t + 1. The static first-order condition (S)

holds regardless of the household’s decisions in the capital market. The Euler equation for

consumption (EC) will hold even if labor supply cannot be freely chosen, and trading is not

possible in many assets, as long as some asset exists that is either held in positive amounts

or for which borrowing is possible. The Euler equation for leisure (EL) asserts that along an

2. We assume a utility function separable between consumption and leisure, which is popular in
both business cycle analysis and the empirical labor supply literature. However, non-separability
does not change the main result of the article.
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optimal path the representative household cannot improve its welfare by working one hour

more at t and using its earnings Wt to purchase a security whose proceeds will be used to

buy back Wt(1 +Rt)/Wt+1 of leisure at t+ 1 in all states of nature.

If the static first-order condition (S) held exactly, one of (EC) and (EL) would be redundant.

However, since (S) is unlikely to hold exactly in the data, we use the information in all three

of these first-order conditions to estimate the parameters of utility function. Following MRS,

σ, γ, β and ψ are estimated by the GMM using the quarterly U.S. aggregate time series for

the period 1964:I-2003:IV. Aggregate real per capita consumption is the sum of consumption

expenditures on nondurable goods and services. The aggregate price is the price deflator that

corresponds to our measure of consumption. Aggregate hours worked represent the total

hours employed in the non-agricultural business sector. The nominal wage is the nominal

hourly earnings of production and non-supervisory workers in the non-agricultural sector.

The nominal interest rate is the 3-month Treasury bill rate. All quantities are divided by the

working-age (ages between 16 and 65) population.

We use two sets of instruments in the GMM estimation. Instrument I consists of the follow-

ing variables for periods t − 1 and t − 2: growth rates of consumption, real interest rates,

hours worked, and real wages. Instrument II consists of the same variables as Instrument

I but for periods t and t − 1. Hence, we can check through Instrument II if the estimates

are severely affected when current variables are used as instrument variables. While it is

common to include period t variables as instruments in the asset pricing literature (see

Cochrane, 2001, Chapter 10, for a detailed explanation of the GMM procedure), existence

of predetermined prices (such as sticky wages) may warrant the exclusion period t-variable

from the list of instruments (see MRS for this argument). We report the estimates using

both instruments and they are not very different from each other. The standard two-stage

approach as in Hansen and Singleton (1982) is used in performing the GMM estimation.
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At the first stage, the identity weighting matrix is applied to get preliminary estimates of

coefficients. The inverse of Newey and West’s (1987) heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation

consistent (HAC) covarince matrix is used as the second-stage weighting matrix to derive

asymptotically efficient estimates.3

Estimates in Table 1 basically replicate those in MRS. They also share the common shortcom-

ings of preference parameter estimates in aggregate time series such as Dunn and Singleton

(1986), Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1984), and Ghysels and Hall (1990). According to these

estimates, preferences are often found to be unreasonable. In the static first-order condition

(S), the households are not risk averse enough. The estimate of σ is 0.210 (with standard

error of 0.062) and 0.188 (0.067) with Instruments I and II, respectively. The marginal disu-

tility from working is not increasing in hours worked as the estimate of γ is negative: it is

-0.569 (0.198) and -0.473 (0.210), with Instruments I and II, respectively. According to these

estimates, households would often work longer hours and consume more commodities when

the real wage is low.

In the Euler equation for consumption (EC), the intertemporal substitution elasticity of

consumption turns to a negative value (-0.210 and -0.129, respectively, with Instruments I

and II), although it is not statistically significant. In the Euler equation for leisure (EL), the

estimate for γ is 0.179 and 0.089 respectively with Instruments I and II, implying a fairly

elastic labor supply. One of the stylized facts in aggregate labor-market fluctuation is that

hours worked vary greatly without a corresponding movement of wages. To account for these,

the representative household must have had a very elastic labor-supply schedule. According

to these point estimates, the implied value for the intertemporal substitution elasticity of

hours worked (1/γ) is 5.6 and 11.2. These are clearly beyond the admissible values based

3. The HAC covariance matrix is calcuated with a Bartlett kernel and Newey and West’s (1987)
fixed bandwidth selection criterion.
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on empirical micro studies such as MaCurdy (1981) and Altonji (1986). When all three

optimality conditions are estimated together as a system of equations in the last column of

the table, σ is -0.046 (with standard error of 0.027) and γ is 0.023 (0.044), according to which

the representative household exhibits a non-concave utility in consumption and is willing

to shift its work schedule even for a tiny movement in anticipated wage. Each optimality

condition is rejected according to Hansen’s (1982) J-test of over-identifying restrictions at

the significance level of 5%. When the three optimality conditions are tested together, the

intertemporal substitution hypothesis is not rejected at the significance level of 10%. When

expenditures on nondurable goods (excluding services) are used for aggregate consumption,

the estimation result moves slightly toward our economic priors. In Table 2 the estimate of σ

is now between 0.136 (0.333) and 0.843 (0.049), depending on the optimality condition and

instrument. However, the estimate of γ is still highly unstable (either negative or a small

value) as it ranges between -0.450 (0.115) and 0.413 (0.138).

In sum, two features in the aggregate labor-market data led to the wrong sign or a small

value of γ. A lack of systematic correlation between the cyclical components of hours worked

and wages (which is 0.39 in the aggregate data after Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filtering) results

in either non-concave or unstable utility. Accounting for the volatility of hours relative to

wages requires an elastic labor supply schedule. (At business cycle frequencies, the ratio of

the standard deviation of hours to that of wages is 1.52). Confronted with the inability of an

equilibrium model to account for aggregate fluctuations, MRS suggested a failure of market

clearing, especially in the labor market due to, say, sticky wages. In the next section, we show

that a competitive equilibrium obtained from a reasonably calibrated heterogeneous agent

model can lead to estimates similar to those we see in the U.S data, which in turn implies

that nonsensible estimates of preference parameters in the aggregate data do not necessarily

reflect a failure of market clearing or stochastic components of preferences. Rather, they can
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reflect imperfect aggregation of individual decision rules.

3. The Model

The model economy is based on Chang and Kim (2007), which extends Krusell and Smith

(1998) with indivisible choice of labor supply. There is a continuum (measure one) of workers

who have identical preferences but different productivity. Individual productivity varies ex-

ogenously according to a stochastic process with a transition probability distribution function

πx(x
′|x) = Pr(xt+1 ≤ x′|xt = x). A worker maximizes his utility by choosing consumption ct

and hours worked ht:

max Et

∞∑
s=0

βs

{
c1−σ
t+s − 1

1− σ
− ψ

h1+γ
t+s

1 + γ

}
subject to

at+1 = wtxtht + (1 + rt)at − ct.

Workers trade claims for physical capital, at, which yields the rate of return rt and depreciates

at rate δ each period. They face a borrowing constraint: at ≥ ā for all t. Workers supply

their labor in an indivisible manner; i.e., ht takes either zero or h̄(< 1). If he works, a

worker supplies h̄ units of labor and earns wtxth̄, where wt is the wage rate per effective unit

of labor. The representative firm produces output according to a constant-returns-to-scale

Cobb-Douglas technology in capital, Kt, and efficiency units of labor, Lt.

Yt = F (Lt, Kt, λt) = λtL
α
tK

1−α
t ,

where λt is the aggregate productivity shock with a transition probability distribution func-

tion πλ(λ
′|λ) = Pr(λt+1 ≤ λ′|λt = λ). In this model economy, a technology shock is the

only aggregate shock. This does not necessarily reflect our view on the source of business
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cycles. Since we would like to estimate preferences using aggregate time series, we intention-

ally exclude shocks that may shift the labor-supply schedule itself (e.g., shifts in government

spending or changes in the income tax rate).

The value function for an employed worker, denoted by V E, is:

V E(a, x;λ, µ) = max
a′∈A

{
c1−σ − 1

1− σ
− ψ h̄

1+γ

1 + γ

+ βE
[

max
{
V E(a′, x′;λ′, µ′), V N(a′, x′;λ′, µ′)

}∣∣x, λ]}
subject to

c = wxh̄+ (1 + r)a− a′,

a′ ≥ ā,

µ′ = T(λ, µ),

where T denotes a transition operator that defines the law of motion for the distribution of

workers µ(a, x).4 The value function for a non-employed worker, denoted by V N(a, x;λ, µ),

is defined similarly with h = 0. Then, the labor-supply decision is characterized by:

V (a, x;λ, µ) = max
h∈{0,h̄}

{
V E(a, x;λ, µ), V N(a, x;λ, µ)

}
.

The competitive equilibrium consists of a set of value functions, {V E(a, x;λ, µ), V N(a, x;λ, µ),

V (a, x;λ, µ)}, a set of decision rules for consumption, asset holdings, and labor supply,

{c(a, x;λ, µ), a′(a, x;λ, µ), h(a, x;λ, µ)}, aggregate capital and labor inputs, {K(λ, µ), L(λ, µ)},

factor prices, {w(λ, µ), r(λ, µ)}, and a law of motion for the distribution µ′ = T(λ, µ) such

that:

1. Individuals optimize:

Given w(λ, µ) and r(λ, µ), the individual decision rules c(a, x;λ, µ), a′(a, x;λ, µ), and

h(a, x;λ, µ) solve V E(a, x;λ, µ), V N(a, x;λ, µ), and V (a, x;λ, µ).

4. Let A and X denote sets of all possible realizations of a and x, respectively. The measure
µ(a, x) is defined over a σ-algebra of A×X .
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2. The representative firm maximizes profits:

w(λ, µ) = F1

(
L(λ, µ), K(λ, µ), λ

)
r(λ, µ) = F2

(
L(λ, µ), K(λ, µ), λ

)
− δ

for all (λ, µ).

3. The goods market clears:∫ {
a′(a, x;λ, µ) + c(a, x;λ, µ)

}
dµ = F

(
L(λ, µ), K(λ, µ), λ

)
+ (1− δ)K

for all (λ, µ).

4. Factor markets clear:

L(λ, µ) =

∫
xh(a, x;λ, µ)dµ

K(λ, µ) =

∫
adµ

for all (λ, µ).

5. Individual and aggregate behaviors are consistent:

µ′(A0, X0) =

∫
A0,X0

{∫
A,X

1a′=a′(a,x;λ,µ) dπx(x
′|x)dµ

}
da′dx′

for all A0 ⊂ A and X0 ⊂ X .

3.1. Calibration

We briefly explain the choice of the model parameters. A detailed discussion of the calibration

can be found in Chang and Kim (2006, 2007). The unit of time is a business quarter. We

assume that x follows an AR(1) process: lnx′ = ρx lnx+εx, where εx ∼ N(0, σ2
x). The values

of ρx = 0.939 and σx = 0.287 reflect the persistence and standard deviation of innovation to

individual wages.5 A working individual spends one-third of his discretionary time (h̄ = 1/3).

5. These are maximum-likelihood estimates of Heckman (1979) correcting for a sample selection
bias. See Chang and Kim (2006) for the details.
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The intertemporal substitution elasticity of consumption is one (σ = 1). The intertemporal

substitution elasticity of hours worked is 0.4 (γ = 2.5). We set ψ such that the steady state

employment rate is 60%. The discount factor β is chosen so that the quarterly rate of return

to capital is 1% in the steady state. An aggregate productivity shock, λt, follows an AR(1)

process: lnλ′ = ρλ lnλ+ ελ, where ελ ∼ N(0, σ2
λ). We set ρλ = 0.95 and σλ = 0.007. Table 3

summarizes the parameter values of the benchmark economy.

3.2. Cross-sectional Distribution and Aggregate Fluctuations of the Model

As we investigate the aggregation issue over time, it is desirable for the model economy to

possess a reasonable amount of heterogeneity and volatility of key aggregate variables similar

to that in the U.S. data. We compare cross-sectional earnings and wealth—two important

observable dimensions of heterogeneity in the labor market—found in the model and in the

data. Figure 1 shows the Lorenz curves of family wealth and earnings distributions from

both the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and the model. Family wealth in the

PSID (1984 survey) reflects the net worth of houses, other real estate, vehicles, farms and

businesses owned, stocks, bonds, cash accounts, and other assets. Looking at the left panel

of the figure, the wealth distribution is found to be more skewed in the data; the Gini

coefficient of wealth distribution in the PSID is 0.76, whereas that in our model is 0.62.

The right panel of the figure shows the Lorenz curves of earnings. Family earnings in the

PSID are the sum of earnings of the household head and spouse. The earnings distribution

appears more skewed in our model than in the data. This is because on average 40% of

agents are not working in our model (recall that the steady state employment rate is 60%)

whereas according to the 1984 PSID, only 18% of households reported zero earnings. As

we calibrate the stochastic process of idiosyncratic productivity from the wage process, the

earnings distributions of working households in the model and PSID are comparable to each
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other. Overall, the model economy appears to possess a reasonable degree of heterogeneity,

thus making it possible to study the effects of aggregation in the labor market.

To obtain the aggregate fluctuations, we solve the equilibrium of the model using the

“bounded rationality” method developed by Krusell and Smith (1998)—agents make use

of a finite set of moments of µ in forecasting aggregate prices. As in Krusell and Smith

(1998) we achieve a fairly precise forecast when we use the first moment of µ only (i.e.,

aggregate capital, K). The detailed description of our computation procedure is given in

Chang and Kim (2007). Table 4 compares the cyclical property of key aggregate variables

of the model economy to that in the U.S. aggregate data for 1964:I - 2003:IV. All variables

are logged and de-trended by the HP filter. Our model with an aggregate productivity shock

generates about 63% of business cycle volatility in the data: the standard deviation of output

in the U.S. data is 2.04% and in our model it is 1.28%. The relative (to output) volatilities of

consumption, hours of work, and real wages are, however, pretty close to those in the data.

They are, respectively, 0.43, 0.85, and 0.56, in the data, whereas they are 0.39, 0.76, and

0.50 in our model. The correlations with output are 0.83, 0.87, and 0.60, respectively, for

consumption, hours, and real wages in the data. They are, respectively, 0.84, 0.87, and 0.68

in the model. One of the distinguishing features of our model is that hours worked is fairly

volatile—in fact, more volatile than wages, yet not highly correlated with wages in the face

of aggregate productivity shifts. The correlation between hours and wages is 0.39 in the data

and 0.23 in our model. As demonstrated in Chang and Kim (2006), the indivisibility of labor

and capital market incompleteness break a tight link between individual and aggregate la-

bor supplies. In a similar economic environment to this model, they show that the aggregate

labor supply elasticity has little to do with individual intertemporal substitution elasticity

of leisure. Rather, it depends on the reservation wage distribution. In fact, the aggregate

elasticity is around 1 despite the fact that the intertemporal substitution elasticity assumed
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at the individual level is 0.4.

4. Estimation Based on the Model-generated Aggregate Data

4.1. Estimates from the Representative Agent Model

In order to confirm that the GMM procedure recovers the true specification, we first estimate

optimality conditions using the time series generated from the representative agent model

with aggregate productivity shocks. We assume that the preference parameters of the stand-

in household are the same as those in the benchmark economy: σ = 1 and γ = 2.5. All

parameters except for ψ are also identical to those in the benchmark model. We choose ψ so

that the steady state hours worked is 1/3. We simulate 100,000 observations and discard the

first 500 observations. We do not estimate the static first-order condition (S) because it holds

exactly. The top panel of Table 5 reports the estimates using the 2484 sets of estimation, each

of which has a sample size of 160 periods, three-fourths of which overlap with the next set.

We report the estimates based on Instrument I only because they are not greatly affected

by the choice of instrument. According to the Euler equation for consumption (EC), the

point estimate of σ is 0.662 (with standard error 0.213). According to the Euler equation for

leisure (EL), the estimate of γ is 3.221 (0.261). When both equations are estimated jointly

(System), σ is 0.747 (0.200) and γ is 3.017 (0.242). The estimate for β is always close to

0.99 with high precision. While the model is not rejected according to Hansen’s J-statistic,

the estimates of σ are somewhat smaller than its true value of 1 and those of γ are slightly

bigger than its true value of 2.5. We find that these discrepancies disappear when we use a

large sample size below.

Figure 2 depicts the histogram of parameter estimates from 2484 estimations. The estimates

of σ (first row) are clustered between 0.5 and 1 while those of γ (second row) are clustered
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between 2.5 and 3.5. The estimates of the discount factor (third row) are highly concen-

trated around 0.99. In the last row, the dashed vertical line represents the 5% critical value

for Hansen’s J-statistic and the model is, in fact, sometimes rejected when either (EC) or

(EL) is estimated individually. However, when estimated as a system, the model is rarely

rejected. Figure 3 compares the kernel density of estimates from both small-sample (solid

line) and large-sample (dashed line) data sets.6 The large-sample estimates consist of 618 sets

of estimation, each of which has a sample size of 640 periods, three-fourths of which overlap

with the next set. With a large sample, both σ and γ are now concentrated around their

true values. In the bottom panel of Table 5 the estimate of σ is 0.921 (with standard error of

0.098) and 0.999 (0.074), according, respectively, to (EC) and (System). The estimate of γ

is 2.813 (0.202) and 2.644 (0.139) according to (EL) and (System), respectively. The bottom

line is that the GMM estimation accurately recovers true parameters with a large enough

sample size.

4.2. Estimates from the Heterogeneous Agent Model

We now apply the same GMM procedure to the aggregated time series of consumption,

employment, wages, and the rate of return to capital generated from our benchmark het-

erogeneous agent model with aggregate productivity shocks. Again, we simulate 100,000

observations and discard the first 500. Table 6 reports the estimates from small and large

samples. The estimate for σ based on the small sample (160 observations in each set) is

1.115 (0.079) and 1.107 (0.064) in (S) and (System), respectively. The estimation based on

the large sample (640 observations in each set) delivers similar values. They are 1.116 (0.034)

and 1.095 (0.023). In our model economy, the aggregate intertemporal substitution elastic-

ity of consumption is close to the individual elasticity. However, when estimated by (EC)

6. In estimating the kernel density, Gaussian kernel with Silverman’s (1986) automatic bandwidth
selection criterion is used.
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alone, the estimate of σ is only 0.422 (0.221) according to the small-sample estimation and

0.638 (0.127) according to the large-sample estimation, which resemble the low value of risk

aversion often reported in the literature based on the consumption Euler equation estimates

from the aggregate nondurable consumption data (e.g., Hansen and Singleton, 1984; Ghysels

and Hall, 1990).

The estimation result of the intertemporal substitution elasticity of hours worked is striking.

As we found from the actual U.S. data in Table 1 and Table 2 as well as in MRS, γ is estimated

to be either negative or close to zero (although statistically insignificant). According to

the small-sample estimation, the estimate of γ is -0.064 (0.160), -0.158 (0.144) and 0.002

(0.101), respectively, in (S), (EL), and (System). This pattern persists in the large-sample

estimation. They are all negative values and statistically significant: -0.139 (0.075), -0.235

(0.064) and -0.013 (0.051), respectively, in (S), (EL) and (System). We noted earlier that

U.S. aggregate data led to the wrong sign or small value of γ for two reasons: (i) a lack

of systematic correlation between hours worked and wages results in either non-concave or

unstable utility, (ii) accounting for the volatility of hours worked relative to wages requires

an elastic labor supply schedule. Since our heterogeneous agent model reasonably captures

these two features of U.S. aggregate labor-market fluctuations, the GMM estimation based

on the model-generated aggregate time series has led to similar estimates.

Figure 4 exhibits the kernel density of estimates based on both small-sample (solid line) and

large-sample (dashed line) data sets. The estimates for σ are clustered between 1 and 1.5

in both (S) and (System) among small-sample estimates and a similar pattern persists in

the estimates based on the large sample size, while the estimates are more clustered as the

sample size becomes bigger. Interestingly, estimates based on (EC) exhibit a bimodal distri-

bution at 0 and 0.5 among small-sample estimates. With a large sample size the estimates

are clustered around 0.64. Estimates of γ exhibit either a wrong sign or a small positive
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number regardless of the sample size. They are distributed between -0.5 and 0.5, with more

concentration among the large-sample-size estimates. In terms of the J-statistic, the hypoth-

esis that a “representative” household optimally chooses hours worked and consumption is

often rejected, similar to the pattern we observe from the GMM estimation based on actual

U.S. data. In particular, with a large sample size, the intertemporal hypothesis is rejected

at the frequency of 98 out of 100.

In sum, when the model economy consists of heterogeneous agents and the individual deci-

sion rules are hard to aggregate (due to incomplete capital markets and indivisible labor),

an attempt to account for the aggregate time series by an optimizing behavior of the repre-

sentative household is rejected and often ends up with nonsensible estimates for preferences.

The relative risk aversion of consumption is significantly underestimated when the consump-

tion Euler equation is used. The parameter that governs the behavior of the labor supply is

estimated with great uncertainty regardless of the equation and instrument, just like those

from the actual aggregate data. MRS interpreted the nonsensible preference parameters es-

timated from the aggregate time series as evidence of the failure of market clearing. Our

analysis suggests that the incompatibility between the equilibrium outcome of a representa-

tive household’s optimization and the aggregate data may actually reflect poor aggregation

rather than the failure of the market. Nevertheless, our analysis clearly shows that outcomes

of a heterogeneous agent economy cannot be easily represented by a stand-in household.

5. Summary

The cyclical behavior of aggregate hours worked, wages, and consumption is hard to reconcile

with the equilibrium outcome of the representative agent model with standard preferences.

Attempts to estimate preferences based on optimality conditions of a stand-in household

15



often fail to deliver economically meaningful estimates. Either a commodity or leisure has to

be an inferior good for the observed allocation to be an optimum. Unreasonable estimates

of preference parameters are interpreted as evidence that the economy operates outside the

labor-supply schedule in the short run due to, say, sticky wages. We demonstrate that this

incompatibility between the equilibrium of a representative agent model and the aggregate

data can reflect a failure of aggregation rather than that of the market. Nevertheless, our

analysis suggests that outcomes of a heterogeneous agent economy are not readily represented

by an optimum of a representative agent with stable preferences.
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Table 1: Parameter estimates based on U.S. data (Nondurables & Services)

Equations (S) (EC) (EL) System

Instrument I
σ 0.210 −0.210 −0.046

(0.062) (0.330) (0.027)
γ −0.569 0.179 0.023

(0.198) (0.145) (0.044)
β 0.994 0.997 0.996

(0.002) (0.0008) (0.0004)
ψ 0.156 0.113

(0.017) (0.011)
J-statistic 14.368 14.985 14.400 14.493
p-value 0.026 0.036 0.045 0.186

Instrument II
σ 0.188 −0.129 −0.040

(0.067) (0.308) (0.024)
γ −0.473 0.089 0.0006

(0.210) (0.122) (0.035)
β 0.995 0.997 0.996

(0.002) (0.0008) (0.0004)
ψ 0.164 0.112

(0.017) (0.011)
J-statistic 15.710 14.793 14.987 15.083
p-value 0.015 0.039 0.036 0.208
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Table 2: Parameter estimates based on U.S. data (Nondurables)

Equations (S) (EC) (EL) System

Instrument I
σ 0.834 0.243 0.589

(0.045) (0.381) (0.034)
γ −0.444 0.379 0.074

(0.108) (0.152) (0.058)
β 0.996 0.997 0.996

(0.002) (0.0008) (0.0006)
ψ 9.790 5.110

(1.336) (0.716)
J-statistic 6.048 11.664 12.229 12.308
p-value 0.418 0.112 0.093 0.422

Instrument II
σ 0.843 0.136 0.624

(0.049) (0.333) (0.029)
γ −0.450 0.413 0.018

(0.115) (0.138) (0.050)
β 0.996 0.996 0.996

(0.001) (0.0008) (0.0005)
ψ 10.189 5.765

(1.470) (0.710)
J-statistic 5.203 12.957 13.570 13.657
p-value 0.518 0.073 0.059 0.418
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Table 3: Parameters of the benchmark model economy

Parameter Description

α = 0.64 Labor share in production function
β = 0.9785504 Discount factor
σ = 1 Inverse of intertemporal substitution elasticity of consumption
γ = 2.5 Inverse of intertemporal substitution elasticity of leisure
ψ = 151.28 Utility parameter

h = 1/3 Labor supply if working
ā = −2.0 Borrowing constraint
ρx = 0.939 Persistence of idiosyncratic productivity shock
σx = 0.287 Standard deviation of innovation to idiosyncratic productivity
ρλ = 0.95 Persistence of aggregate productivity shock
σλ = 0.007 Standard deviation of innovation to aggregate productivity
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Table 4: Cyclical property of aggregate variables: benchmark model

Variable U.S. Data Model

σY 2.04% 1.28%
σC/σY 0.43 0.39
σH/σY 0.85 0.76
σW/σY 0.56 0.50

cor(Y,C) 0.83 0.84
cor(Y,H) 0.87 0.87
cor(Y,W ) 0.60 0.68
cor(H,W ) 0.39 0.23

Note: All variables are logged and de-trended by the HP filter. The volatility of output is measured
by its standard deviation and that of all other variables is measured by the standard deviations
relative to output.
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Table 5: Parameter estimates : representative agent model

Equations (EC) (EL) System

Small Samples:
σ 0.662 0.747

(0.213) (0.200)
γ 3.221 3.017

(0.261) (0.242)
β 0.990 0.990 0.990

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)
J-statistic 9.632 8.058 16.547
p-value 0.210 0.328 0.347

Large Samples:
σ 0.921 0.999

(0.098) (0.074)
γ 2.813 2.644

(0.202) (0.139)
β 0.990 0.990 0.990

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
J-statistic 8.680 7.659 20.836
p-value 0.276 0.364 0.142

Note: For upper (lower) panel, means and standard errors are calculated from 2484 (618) estima-
tions. Each estimation has a sample size of 160 (640) observations, three-fourths of which overlap
with the next set. The p-values are for J-statistics.
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Table 6: Parameter estimates: heterogeneous agent model

Equations (S) (EC) (EL) System

Small Samples:
σ 1.115 0.422 1.107

(0.079) (0.221) (0.064)
γ −0.064 −0.158 0.002

(0.160) (0.144) (0.101)
β 0.990 0.990 0.990

(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)
ψ 6.401 6.961

(1.721) (1.100)
J-statistic 11.413 12.318 9.070 21.016
p-value 0.076 0.091 0.248 0.580

Large Samples:
σ 1.116 0.638 1.095

(0.034) (0.127) (0.023)
γ −0.139 −0.235 −0.013

(0.075) (0.064) (0.051)
β 0.990 0.990 0.990

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
ψ 5.531 6.714

(0.672) (0.538)
J-statistic 28.400 25.223 18.384 45.022
p-value 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.004

Note: For upper (lower) panel, means and standard errors are calculated from 2484 (618) estima-
tions. Each estimation has a sample size of 160 (640) observations, three-fourths of which overlap
with the next set. The p-values are for J-statistics.
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Figure 1: Lorenz Curves of Wealth and Earnings
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Note: The PSID statistics reflect family wealth and earnings in the 1984 survey.
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Figure 2: Histogram of parameter estimates: representative agent model
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Note: Histograms of parameter estimates are drawn from 2484 estimations, each of which has a
sample size of 160 observations. The vertical dashed lines in the bottom panel represent 5% critical
values of the J-statistic.
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Figure 3: Kernel density of parameter estimates: representative agent model
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Note: The density of parameter estimates are calculated by the kernel method (Gaussian kernel
with automatic bandwidth). The solid line represents the small-sample estimates (sample size of
160), while the dashed line describes the large-sample estimates (sample size of 640). The vertical
dotted lines in the bottom panels represent 5% critical values of the J-statistic.
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Figure 4: Kernel density of parameter estimates: heterogeneous agent model
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Note: The density of parameter estimates are calculated by the kernel method (Gaussian kernel
with automatic bandwidth). The solid line represents the small-sample estimates (sample size of
160), while the dashed line describes the large-sample estimates (sample size of 640). The vertical
dotted lines in the bottom panels represent 5% critical values of the J-statistic.
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